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DISPALATALIZATION OF COMMON SLAVIC *RI̯ 
IN UKRAINIAN: THE CASE OF FAMILY NAMES 
IN -UK- IN THE HUTSUL PARISH REGISTERS

Dispalatalization of the Common Slavic *r’ refers to a phonological innovation realized on 
broad Slavic territory in the 10th—13th century. In Ukrainian, it did not encompass the Car-
pathian region, e.g., the Hutsul dialect and its Kryvorivnia dialect in particular. I argue that 
the tendency toward intrasyllabic harmony serves as a requirement for a lack of dispa lataliza-
tion of Common Slavic *r’ in the Kryvorivnia dialect. I reinterpret the concept of intrasyllabic 
harmony as first outlined by Roman Jakobson and further explored by George Y. Shevelov 
with respect to the tonality feature of flatness (rounded/unrounded) for Common Slavic and 
Hutsul: most of the Kryvorivnia consonants are palatalized before unrounded vowels and 
nonpalatalized before rounded vowels.

The earliest manifestations of the confusion between r and r’ can be found in the Kry vo-
riv nia parish register books going back to the 1770s. Historical changes in spelling may have 
three reasons: 1) the non-Carpathian origin of a registrar; 2) standardization of Ukrainian in 
accordance with Dnieper Ukrainian norms; 3) a lack of the morphonological value of a change.

Keywords: Common Slavic *ri̯, Ukrainian, family names in -uk-, Kryvorivnia (Hutsul) dialect, 
intrasyllabic harmony, dispalatalization

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, I investigate the reflexes of Common Slavic (CS) 1 *ri̯ 2 in fa-
mily names (proper names) in -uk- in the Kryvorivnia parish registers from 

C i t e s: Lebedivna, O. (2022). Dispalatalization of Common Slavic *ri̯ in Ukrainian: The case of family names 
in -uk- in the Hutsul parish registers. Ukra¿ns'ka Mova, 2(82), 110—122. https://do³.îrg/10.15407/ukrmova
2022.02.110

1 This article is an outcome of a presentation delivered at the 53d ASEEES Annual Convention. I am grateful to 
Dr.  John Colarusso (McMaster University, Canada) for commenting on my conference paper, Ivan Rybaruk, 
a priest of Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary Church in Kryvorivnia, for granting access to the parish register 
books, and Dr. Bogdan Horbal, Curator of the Slavic & East European Collection of the New York Public 
Library, for supporting me with study materials. All possible shortcomings, undoubtedly, are mine only.

 The following abbreviations are used throughout the text: 
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1775—1944 in the southeastern area of the Hutsul dialect of Southwest Ukrai-
nian (SWU) with respect to the dispalatalization of r’. Dispalatalization of 
the CS *r’ refers to a phonological innovation which took place in Slavic 
languages in the 10th—13th century (Shevelov, 1979, p. 192). In Ukrainian, it 
did not appear in the Carpathian region, including the Hutsul dialect and the 
Kryvorivnia dialect (Kr), which belongs to Hutsul (its southeastern part) and 
is spoken in a village of Kryvorivnia located on the Chornyi Cheremosh River.

Kr has largely preserved the original treatment of r and r’ in word- and 
syllable-final position, especially when followed by a velar, e.g., Kr ve[rj]xnu 
(f.acc.sg) ‘one on the top’, tepe[rj] ‘at present’. The palatal pronunciation is 
traced today in family names in -uk-, e.g., Kr Šynkarjuk, Rybarjuk (nom.
sg), cf. Lat Szynkariuk (1775), Rybariuk (1777) Lib 1775 and the like (MoU 
-ar-; CS *-arjü: Mel′nychuk et al., 1966, p. 128) compared with the Standard 
Ukrainian use like MoU Šynkaruk, Rybaruk. In this respect, I argue that a 
tendency toward intrasyllabic harmony, first introduced for CS by Roman 
Jakobson, serves as a requirement for the preservation of Kr r’ and dispalata-
lization of Kr -r’uk- along with some other processes. Based on Timberlake’s 
(1978) understanding of the fourth palatalization of velars in terms of assimila-
tion of features I assign the concept of intrasyllabic harmony to the tonality 
feature of flatness (rounding) for CS and southeastern Hutsul, that is, choice 
of a consonant allophone and a vowel of roughly the same tonality, i.e., high 
tonality consonant allophone (palatalized) with distinctive high tonality vowel 
(non-flat) and low tonality allophone (non-palatalized) with distinctive low 
tonality vowel (flat) (see Timberlake, 1978, p. 726); cf. ÿ[djɛˈtja] ‘go’ (2pl.pres) 
(MoU idete, CS *(j)iti (inf) ESUM 2, pp. 320—321), [ˈvjɪbjɪ ] ‘beat, knock out’ 
(3sg.pst) (MoU vÿbÿ , CS *vy-, *biti ESUM 1, pp.186—187, 368) but [bu]lo 
‘be’ (MoU bulo 3sg.n.past; CS *byti < būtei ‘be’ (inf), ESUM 1, pp. 308—309). 
The reinterpretation of the term had factual and theoretical grounds which will 
not be detailed here as it is outside of the scope of this paper.

In this article, I apply comparative, structural, and descriptive methods. 
I particularly refer to a feature theory and the notion of relations of subor-
dination represented by Andersen’s (1973) understanding of a phoneme and 
phonological opposition. He treats phoneme as a complex of features (a syn-
tagm) ascribed “phonemic ‘feature values’ — or, speaking traditionally, terms 
of phonological oppositions” (Andersen, 1973, p. 769). The term “ultimate 

 U — Ukrainian; SWU — Southwest Ukrainian; NU — North Ukrainian; SEU — Southeast Ukrainian; 
PU — Proto-Ukrainian; MoU — Modern Ukrainian; P — Polish; MoP — Modern Polish; CS — Common 
Slavic; LCS — Late Common Slavic; NS — North Slavic; OCS — Old Church Slavonic; ChSl — Church 
Slavonic; Lat — Latin script; Kr — the Kryvorivnia dialect. Including grammatical and phonological terms 
nom (nominative), gen (genitive), dat (dative), acc (accusative), inst (instrumental), impr (imperative), 
sg (singular), pl (plural), f (female), m (male), n (neuter), pst (past tense), pres (present tense), perf 
(perfective), impf (imperfective), adj (adjective), shrp (sharp), flt (flat), and grv (grave).

2 Where necessary to distinguish a data phonemic transcription and proper names and references, a scientific 
transliteration and non-scientific transliteration to meet the rules of journal Ukra¿ns′ka Mova, respectively, 
will be used.

 The choice of “the nonmoraic sonorant /i̯/ and not the consonantal /j/” within the process of iotation 
(“the effect of a front glide on a preceding consonant”) is based on Bethin 1993.
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constituents” means that features like [±voiced], [±grave], [±consonantal], 
or [±vocalic] may define a phonemic segment, e.g., /k/, forming binary para-
digm interpreted in relation to the presence of only one binary feature, e.g., 
[-voiced] implies the absence of [+voiced] (Andersen, 1973, p. 769). One of 
segment constituents denotes segment’s tonality, while any constituent may 
show “a hypotactic syntagm constituted by terms of two tonality oppositions” 
(Andersen, 1973, pp. 769—770), e.g., in case of /p/, a phonological term 
low [+grv] would represent its “basic tonality” and a phonological term not 
heightened [-shrp] would attribute to the other tonality. A structural innova-
tion arises if the decision of a language speaker is wrong about “its acoustic 
manifestations,” a number of syntagm constituents, which can be superor-
dinate and subordinate, and a type of a syntagm, that is, simultaneous or 
sequential (Andersen, 1973, p. 770). Scrutinizing phonetic features, I also 
focus on reanalyzing the phonological content of a morpheme. In Kr, the 
suffix -uk- is not characterized by reanalysis into -juk-, and the textual evi-
dence from Kryvorivnia parish register books (not a dialect) tends to reduce 
its high tonality syntagm in high diffuse consonant (a reflex of CS *ri̯) from 
heightened high tonality /rj/ and non-hightened high tonality /r/ to simply 
high tonality /r/ 3.

The article is structured as follows. In Sections 2—4, I argue that the over-
whelming preservation of phonemic sharping of r’ in Kr is a result of a lack 
of structural innovations determined by the phonetic sharping of consonants 
before [-flt, -grv] segment /e/ in the system. To demonstrate this, I include 
the sound formants extracted from tokens of Kr speakers and analyze them 
using the Praat program, which is a program for spectral analysis. As source 
material in terms of family names in -uk-, I use the parish register books 
extant from 1775—1944 which are the 19 earliest known written records in 
Kryvorivnia, i.e., Lib 1775, Lib 1784, Proth Miss, Lib 809, Lib 828, Lib 847, 
Lib 1868, Lib 839, Proth Ord, Lib 884, Proth 1894, Spons Par, Metr 906, 
Spys, Kn 1919, Lib Nat, Lib Cop, Mert 1940, and Kn 1942 4. In this article, 
Kryvorivnia records are first analysed within phonology and orthography as 
significant textual evidence of Kr reflexes of CS *ri̯ and their dispalatalization 
regardless the particularities of the use in the dialect.

In compliance with the above hypothesis, in Section 2, I briefly discuss 
chronology, conditions, and effects of the phonemic opposition sharp vs. 
plain /r/ in CS, the phonetic aspects of the Kr consonantal sharping before 
[-flt] vowels, and reduction of palatal /rj/ in Ukrainian. In Section 3, I offer a 
short note on the chronology and origin of the suffix -uk- in U family names. 
The ambiguity of r’ ~ r spellings in Kryvorivnia parish registers is tightly con-
nected with the origin of the registrar, and a change by which the symbol of 
sharped r’ merged with its nonsharped counterpart is viewed through lenses 

3 For tonality distinctions of diffuse consonants t’, p’ in Old Czech, see Andersen (1973, pp. 700—771).
4 For the general information regarding the Kryvorivnia parish registers, see Zelenchuk, I., Zelenchuk, Ia.,

Rybaruk, O., & Rybaruk, I. (2012). Istorychna znakhidka na Hutsul′shchyni: Metrychni knyhy kryvo-
rivnians′ko¿ tserkvy Rizdva Presviato¿ Bohorodytsi. Ukra¿noznavstvo, 2, 242—245.
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of the all-Ukrainian (Dnieper) literary variety (Sections 4—4.2). All this al-
lows me to examine a model of the orthographic change as opposed to the 
corresponding dialectal phenomenon and hypothesize that lack of reanalysis 
of a morpheme, i.e., change within a morpheme, results in levelling with 
another model.

2. PHONEME /rj/: CHRONOLOGY, CONDITIONS, AND EFFECTS 

In Sections 2.1—2.3, I focus on the chronology, conditions, and effects of 
the phonological terms [+shrp] and [-grv] of CS */rj/, peculiarities of the 
Kr consonantal sharping before [-flt] vowels, and elimination of CS */rj/ in 
Ukrainian.

2.1. Palatalization of */r/ in CS

The relative chronology of palatalization of the etymological *r is usually estab-
lished in connection with CS palatalizations of velars and consonants + j, i.e., 
5th—8th century (Shevelov, 1964, p. 633). The first CS phonemic opposition 
in palatalization arose predominantly in the clusters liquid + j (l : l’, n : n’, 
r : r’) developing in the track of the first palatalization of velars and a change 
of other consonants + j (Shevelov, 1964, p. 488). For Ukrainian, Belarusian, 
Russian, Slovenian, Shtokavian-based languages (Serbian, Croatian, Bosnian, 
and Montenegrin), Macedonian, and Bulgarian, the phonological opposition 
was threefold: l : l’, n : n’, r : r’, s : s’, z : (z’), e.g., OCS konji ‘horse’ (m.nom.
pl) vs. oni ‘those’, kúnęzü ‘king’ (m.nom.sg) with [zj] vs. blizü ‘near’, OR vol’ě 
‘will’ (f.gen.sg) vs. silě ‘strength’ (f.dat.sg) (Shevelov, 1964, pp. 488—489). 
Analyzing the evidence from Slavic languages and dialects, Shevelov (1964, 
pp. 489—502; 1979, p. 139) points out that CS has not known overall palata-
lization of consonants before front vowels, though it would be in perfect agree-
ment with the tendency toward intrasyllabic harmony; Shevelov links palata-
lization directly with a shift of *ę toward ’a in PU in the mid-10th century at 
the latest, and places it prior to that change. In Southern dialects of Ukrainian, 
consonants retained sharpness in the environments before *i, *ĕ, *ę, *ü, and 
applying Shevelov’s (1964, p. 496) tools for Proto-Hutsul, phonetic sharpness 
before /e/ may be assumed as in Kr [lj]an vs. SWU len. Most likely in the de-
velopment of overall sharpening before distinctively [-flt] vowels Hutsul went 
along with NU, which palatalized consonants before *i, *ĕ, *ę, *ü, and *e 
(cf. Shevelov, 1964, pp. 496, 501).

2.2. The case of Kr numbering

In Kr, the phonemic feature [+shrp] would naturally reflect the original r’ in 
the word- and syllable-final position, in particular when followed by a velar, 
e.g., væč’i[rj] ‘evening’ (m.nom.sg), ɦo[rj]š’ok ‘pot’ (m.nom.sg), pace[rj]k’ÿ 
‘clay coaster’ (f.gen.sg) but also pacerka (f.nom.sg). The palatal articulation 
must be supplied by a principle toward intrasyllabic harmony operating in the 
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system and its consonant [+shrp] and original e [-flt] pattern manifestation, if 
not z, c, s (see Shevelov, 1964, pp. 496—497).

Kr consonant allophones are typically palatalized before the original [-flt] 
vowels: *e: [dje] ‘where’ (MoU de; CS *kú-de, ESUM 2, p. 19); *i: [prji]znajsÿ 
‘confess, admit’ (2sg.impr) (MoU prÿznajs’a; CS *pri-, ESUM 4, p. 568); *ě: 
[lji]sam’i ‘forest’ (m.instr.pl) (MoU l’isamÿ; CS *lěsú m.nom.sg, ESUM 3, 
pp. 265-266); *ü: [djæ]n’ ‘day’ (m.nom.sg) (MoU den’; CS *dünü, ESUM 2, 
p. 34) vs. [v(j)e]r’x’e ‘top’ (m.acc.pl) (MoU verxÿ; CS *vür̥xú (m.nom.sg), 
ESUM 1, pp. 360-361; [vür′xú] Zhovtobriukh et al., 1979, p. 316); *ę: 
[pjij]tna[t͡sji]k’ ‘fifteen’ (MoU p”jatnadc’at’; CS *pętü na desęte, ESUM 4, 
p. 652). Applying the principle of intrasyllabic harmony, the Hutsul dialect 
apparently accomplished wide-ranging palatalization of consonants before 
front vowels and CS *l’, *n’, *r’ merged with *l’, *n’, *r’ of a later origin 
similar to the North Slavic group (widely, Ukrainian, Belarusian, Russian, 
Polish, Czech, Slovak, and Sorbian) (see Shevelov, 1964, pp. 489, 492).

2.3. Dispalatalization of CS *ri̯ in U

The fact that Kr /rj/ (from CS */rj/) largely keeps its heightened high tonality 
is mostly determined by the operation of the tendency toward intrasyllabic 
harmony in this dialect. In Ukrainian, CS */rj/ has lost its sharpness across 
the most territory but at a different time. While East and Central NU shows 
the dispalatalization of *ri̯ in the 11th century at the latest, relative chronology 
for the elimination of *ri̯ for most of the SWU dialects would be placed a few 
centuries later, that is, Volhynia by the mid-15th century, Podillia by the 16th 
century, and the Dniester area by 1600, and for SEU, that is, the later Dnieper-
based standard, the 16th—17th century (Shevelov, 1979, pp. 192, 638; Zhov-
tobriukh et al., 1979, pp. 316—318). Shevelov (1979, p. 192) argues that the 
elimination of /rj/ in the U dialects was caused by the fact that their phonemic 
systems were indifferent to either elimination or preservation of /rj/. The systems 
consisted of both the consonants with and the consonants without “the op-
position in palatalization”; moreover, articulation of the sharp phoneme was 
complex, and it combined “the basic trilling articulation with the definitively 
non-trilling palatalizing movement of the tongue” (Shevelov, 1979, p. 192). 
A consonant *ri̯ > r’ would eventually become an allophone of a phoneme 
/r/. The U systems with dispalatalazed r would be also characterized by plain 
consonants before reflexes of CS *e.

3. SUFFIX -UK- IN UKRAINIAN

In U, family names derived from common nouns with the U suffix -uk- 
(-juk-) represent names of a son with respect to his father’s first name, his 
profession, or any another attribute of his, e.g., MoU bodnarčuk ‘son of a 
cooper’ (m.nom.sg), kuxarčuk ‘son of a cook’ (m.nom.sg), blyznjuk ‘son of a 
twin’ (m.nom.sg), cyhančuk ‘son of the Gypsy (cyhan)’ (m.nom.sg); they are 
most common for SWU (Bevzenko, 1960, p. 118; Zhovtobriukh et al., 1980, 
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p. 111). In Middle SWU 5, forms in -uk- as family names appeared after the 
15th century, probably in the 15th-16th century, though sporadic attestations 
can be found a century earlier, e.g., Ÿvančukü (MoU Ivanú) 1404, Ivančukú 
1404 (Bevzenko, 1960, p. 118; Mel′nychuk et al., 1966, p. 134; Zhovtobriukh 
et al., 1980, p. 111). A meaning of the suffix allows to assume -uk- derived 
from a root uk-/uč- as in učyty ‘learn, study’ (< CS *učiti; cf. U nauka ‘lear-
ning, lesson, science’; “IE *euk-/ouk-/ŭ̄k- ‘learn, get accustomed to, trust’” 
ESUM 6, pp. 56—57), i.e., -uk- ‘lower in rank, one who learns from his 
father or inherits his attribute’.

4. EVIDENCE FROM THE KR PARISH REGISTERS

The earliest manifestation of the Kr r ~ r’ confusion in suffix -uk-, irrespective 
of accent in written records, goes back to the 1770s in the sporadic spelling 
Lat Petruka (gen.sg) (1775) vs. Lat Chariuk 6, Szynkariuk (nom.sg) (1775), 
Chariuk (nom.sg), Petriuka (gen.sg) (1776) and interchangeable spellings Lat 
Chariuka ~ Charuka (gen.sg) (1777) Lib 1775. In general, a merge of two 
phonemes in the process of dispalatalization results in hypercorrect spellings 
(Shevelov, 1979, p. 189). Textual evidence of hypercorrect spellings from the 
Kryvorivnia records tends to appear alongside the confusion of r and r’, e.g., 
Lat Ribasiuka (1775), Ribenczuk (1781) vs. Lat Rybasiuk (1776), Rybenczuka 
(1781) (MoU rÿba, CS *ryba ‘fish’, ESUM 5, p. 172) Lib 1775. The 1775—
1944 Kryvorivnia parish registers show the final loss of -r’uk in 1871.

Tentatively, the implication of the above-mentioned orthographic tradi-
tion may be threefold. We deal with the non-Hutsul origin of a regist rar (Sec-
tion 4.1), evidence of standardization in accordance with Dnieper U norma-
lization (Section 4.2), or a lack of the morphonological value of a particular 
change (Section 4.3).

4.1. The non-Hutsul origin of a registrar

In 1818—1870 — or before the final loss of r’ in orthography of family names 
evident from 1871 onward — parish register book spellings are limited to the 
confusion of -ruk and -r’uk in various handwritings. However, often it is dif-
ficult to find consistency between spellings of a single handwriting, e.g., a 
registrar coherent in -ruk in Latin script switches to Cyrillic -rjukú, and once 
he switches back to Latin script, he uses -ruk again (see Proth 1818, Spons 
Par, Lib 1868). Being largely mixed with other handwritings in 1870 and dis-
appearing in 1871, this handwriting may very well belong to a parish priest, 
Andrii Burachyns′kyi (Administrator Krzywor. (1818—1819), Parochus Krywor. 

5 In this paper, I rely on the periodization of phonological development of U as suggested by Shevelov 
(1979, p. 40): Proto-U (until the mid-11th century), Old U (from the mid-11th century through the 14th 
century), Early Middle U (from the 15th century through the mid-16th century), Middle U (from the 
mid-16th century to the early 18th century), Late Middle U (the remainder of the 18th century), and 
MoU (from the very end of the 18th century on).

6 Xarjukú, with a word stem in r’, derives from a male name Xarytonú; cf. Xaryton > Xar’ko in Luchyk 2014 
(pp. 491—492).
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(1820—1871) Lib 1784, Lib 809, Proth 1818, Lib 828, Lib 839, Lib 847, Lib 
1868, Spons Par), who died on January 7, 1871 (Proth 1818).

Parish records dated 1818—1871 are written in Latin 7 and Cyrillic. Unlike 
the Latin spellings, Cyrillic orthography adheres to commonly used vernacular 
forms in -r’uk manifesting a linguistic difference: Mogorjuku (1850), Mogorjukú, 
Xarjukú, Bodnarjukú, Šynkarjukú, Petrjukú (1851), Xarjukú, Šynkarjukú, Slju sa-
rjukú, Zaxarjukú (1852), Mogorjukú, Xarjukú, Šynkarjukü (1853), Šynkarjuka, 
Xarjukú (1854), Mogorjuka (1855), Xarjukú, Šatrjuka, Šynkarjuka (1856), Xarj-
ukú, Bodnarjukú (1857), Mogorjukú, Xarjukú, Sljusarjukú (1858), Šynkarjukú, 
Xarjukú, Mogorjukú, Sljusarjukú (1859), Sljusarjuka, Šynkarjukú, Mogorjukú, 
Xar jukú (1860), Mogorjukü 8, Oprjukü, Xarjukü, Bodnarjukü, Ry bar jukü, Šyn karj-
ukü, Petrjukü (1861), Sumarjukü, Bodnarjukü, Šynkarjukü (1862), Bodnarjukü, 
Xarjukü, Xarjuka, Mogorjukü, Šynkarjukü, Mogorjuka (1863), Šynkarjukü, 
Šynkarjuka, Mogorjukü, Petrjukü (1864), Šynkarjukú, Bodnarjukú (1865), Xarj-
ukú, Sljusarjukú (1866), Bodnarjukú, Mogorjukú, Xarjukú (1867), Mogorjukú, 
Šynkarjukú, Zaxarjukú, Petrjukú, Xarjukú, Bodnarjukú, Sljusarjukú (1868), Šyn-
karjukú, Xarjukú, Mogorjukú, Bodnarjukú, Sljusarjukú (1869), Mogorjukú (1870). 
After 1868, -rjuk is sporadically reassessed by different handwritings as -ruk, 
e.g., Bodnarukú, Xarukú (1869) and Mohorukú (1870). The forms that resulted 
from the handwriting shift can be interpreted in two ways. The use of Cyril-
lic was not a reason behind the introduction of the suffix -rjuk in the parish 
registers. In fact, not only the 1868—1870 records, but also records of the late 
19th century show -ruk, not -rjuk. In the case of Burachyns′kyi’s orthography, 
one may see a tendency toward assigning -ruk- and -rjuk- to Latin and Cyril-
lic script, respectively.

The inventory of the language of some books (cf. Proth Ord, Spons Par, and 
Lib 1868) encompasses a great amount of Church Slavonicisms and Russian bor-
rowings, while vernacular elements are used sporadically: zaključenie hoda ‘con-
clusion of the year’ 1851 9; ChSl dščerü 1851—1853, 1863—1868 vs. U donüka 
‘daughter’ (f.nom.sg) 1866; zemledělecü ‘farmer’ (m.nom.sg) 1863—1866, 
zemledělcě (m.nom.pl) 1866, zemledělcў (m.nom.pl) 1852, 1868, zemledělcej 
(m.gen.pl 10) 1867; sotrudnykú ‘staff member’ (m.nom.sg) 1863, 1866, 1867; 
krestylú y myropomazalú ‘baptize and confirm’ (3sg.m.perf.pst) 1866—1868; 
věnčalú ‘marry’ (3sg.m.impf.pst) 1863—1868; zoyzvolylú, soyzvolylú ‘care’ 
(3sg.m.perf.pst) 1868; pryxodnyka ‘priest’ (m.gen.sg) 1865, pryxodskaja ‘parish’ 
(f.nom.sg.adj) 1853; maja ‘May’ (m.gen.sg) 1868 but červcja ‘June’ (m.gen.sg)
1864, 1867, lypcja ‘July’ (m.gen.sg) 1863, ljutoho ‘February’ (m.gen.sg) 

  7 It is noteworthy that some Roman letters according to Polish orthography are used in this case, e.g., P cz 
stands for č and P ch stands for x, yet c before front vowels stands for c, not č’ as in MoP, e.g., Prociuk.

  8 Records written in 1861—1864 show often instances of ü instead of ú (Proth 1818, Spons Par); cf. Prokopú 
Zelenčukü, Danyljukü vs. Romanjukú, Pavljukú 1863 Spons Par in the same page.

  9 Not all the dates will be represented here.
10 A decision of a registrar (supposedly Andrii Burachyns′kyi) regarding the grammatical model of ChSl 

zemledělecej (m.gen.sg) was wrong. He reassessed the form zemledělecü (m.nom.sg) as ChSl konü (m.nom.
sg) — konej ‘horse’ (m.gen.pl) ignoring parallel U forms, e.g., kravec’ (m.nom.sg) — kravciv ‘tailor’ 
(m.gen.pl). Most likely, he was not familiar with ChSl and Russian very well and definitely interpreted 
them as foreign languages.
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1851—53, 1865, 1868 Spons Par, Lib 1868. While on the contrary, other 
books (cf. Proth 1818) are permeated with local elements: parubokú ‘guy’ 
(m.nom.sg), pokrytkovú ‘dishonored, unwed mother’ (f.inst.sg), děvkovú ‘girl’ 
(f.inst.sg), mae ‘have’ (3sg.m.impf.pres) 1850—1868 Proth 1818.

A brief comment on the origin of a native dialect of the priest And-
rii Burachyns′kyi, not least, responsible for the Kryvorivnia records dated 
1818-1870 is needed to explain the orthographic confusion of -rjuk and -ruk. 
Moving to a new area, with new dialectal environments, registrars from other 
areas usually “submitted themselves to the local linguistic tradition without 
completely giving up features of their original dialect and the language of their 
education” (Shevelov, 1979, p. 152). The family name Buračyns’kyj is ear-
marked by -ra- (burak) revealing its origin from those SWU dialects that knew 
the dispalatalization of r’ followed by a before the so-called dialectal umlaut 
a > e. Such area cuts across Volhynia and Podillia and is demarcated by a line 
Rava-Ru′ka — Kam′′ianka-Buz′ka — Ternopil′ — Kam′′ianec′-Podil′s′kyi — 
Mohyliv-Podil′s′kyi in Western Ukraine (Shevelov, 1979, p. 637). The Sniatyn 
region, where Andrii Burachyns′kyi was born in 1793 (Lib Mort 839; Arse-
nych, 2004, p. 26), represents no sequential original r’ ~ r opposition. This dia-
lect sporadically underwent loss of sharpness of CS *rj in some environments, 
e.g., Sniatyn pys[ar] ‘scriptor’ (m.nom.sg), kos[ar] ‘haymaker’ (m.nom.sg) 
vs. pys[arj], kos[arj] Herm No 247 (MoU -ar-; CS -*arjü (<*-arje- <*-ari̯o-): 
Mel′nychuk et al., 1966, p. 128); bu[rja] ‘storm’ (f.nom.sg) Herm No 243 
(MoU bur’a; CS *buriti inf ‘bother, disturb; entangle in, enmesh’ ESUM 1, 
pp. 300—301); po[rja]dnyj, po[rje]dnyej ‘respectable, decent’ (m.nom.sg) Herm 
No 241 (MoU r’ad; CS *rędú, ESUM 5, pp. 153—154); bu[ra]k ‘beetroot’ 
(m.nom.sg) Herm No 245 (MoU bur’ak; P burak; from Middle Latin or Ita-
lian through Polish, ESUM 1, pp. 305—306); [ra]tuvaty ‘rescue, save’ (inf) vs. 
[rja]tuvaty Herm No 242 (MoU r’atuvaty; P ratować; from German through 
Polish, ESUM 5, pp. 156—157).

Taking into account several cases of orthographic transition from Latin to 
Cyrillic and vice versa in 1818—1870, one can assume there were some reasons 
for the Cyrillic predilection for spellings with -[rj]uk in 1850—1870. Phonetical-
ly, -[rj]uk was a common pronunciation in Kr, and one can only surmise how 
it intersected with a dialect of a registrar and prevailing orthographic tradition. 
One should remember in this respect the enactment of Ruthenian (Ukrainian) 
as an official language in Galicia for a short period in the 1850s (Danylenko, 
2010, p. 21), as well as the activity of Iakiv Holovats′kyi, a Russophile linguist at 
that time and Burachyns′kyi’s son-in-law. Even more so, one needs to take into 
consideration first Galician publications based on the local SWU vernacular, 
such as Zoria Halycka in 1848—1849 (see Zoria 48, Zoria 49) and the like, and 
Ukrainian dictionaries, such as the Juridisch-politische Terminologie für die sla-
vischen Sprachen Österreichs: Deutsch-ruthenische Geparat-Ausgabe (Wyslo bocki, 
1851) 11; Pochatokú do Ulozhenia Terminolohi¿ Botanychesko¿ Ruskoi (1852) by 

11 Moser (2017—2018, p. 93) quite fairly defines the linguistic ‘outfit’ of this dictionary as ChSl, although 
permeated with “borrowings from Russian”, and subsequently with little relevance of the vernacular.
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Ivan Havryshkevych and Imena Kraievykh Rostyn i Botanichnyi Slovaretsü (1852) 
by Mykhailo Petrushevych (Symonenko, 2014, p. 28).

4.2. The influence of Dnieper Ukrainian

One of the possible explanations for the -ruk trend in the parish registers is 
the general tendency toward levelling the SWU vernacular with SEU as ref-
lected in the language of Taras Shevchenko’s (1814—1861) literary texts; they 
combined the use of historical and geographical elements, e.g., “archaisms 
and Church Slavonicisms” and “accessible dialects,” mainly SEU vernacular 
(Shevelov, 1993; Danylenko, 2016, p. 380; also, Tymoshenko, 2013). The fa-
mous Ukrainian periodical Osnova (January 1861 through October 1862) cul-
tivated literary norm previously represented in Shevchenko’s texts and served 
as an arena in elaborating the scientific and journalistic style and standardizing 
U for all the Ukrainian-speaking territories, including Galicia and Bukovyna 
(Huzar, 1992, pp. 6—12; Rehushevs′kyi, 1994, pp. 39—45). Contacts between 
the Ukrainians in Galicia and Russian-ruled Ukraine became more active 
from the 1850s onward, especially in 1853 and later in 1860s—1880s when 
Panteleimon Kulish, “the first professional Ukrainian writer and journalist, 
as well as an innovative normalizer of written Ukrainian,” visited Galicia 
(Danylenko, 2016, p. xi). After the Valuev Circular had limited the scope of 
Ukrainian language publications to belles-lettres in 1863, book publishing in 
U became more active in Galicia, and the Dnieper vernacular standard was 
impacted by local Galician varieties (Shevelov, 1993). Supported by Kulish 
both financially and intellectually, the periodical Pravda (April 1867 through 
1870) began to appear in Lviv in 1867. Covering topics from Austro-Hungar-
ian-ruled and Russian-ruled Ukraine, Pravda’s editorial policy advocated an 
idea of one Ukrainian nation (cf. Skurzewska, 2014, p. 19). Its first issue pre-
sented literary texts from both parts of Ukraine, including Dnieper Ukrainian 
texts by Taras Shevchenko, Marko Vovchok, Panteleimon Kulish, Mykola 
Kostomarov, and Oleksandr Konys′kyi. The Kryvorivnia parish priests Iosyp 
Burachyns′kyi (1871—1893) and Oleksii Volians′kyi (1893—1923) consistently 
reflected in writing the dispalatalization of r’ in family names ending in -r’uk. 
Obviously, Oleksii Volians′kyi read such Ukrainian publications (see Pan′kova 
& Starkov, 2009), and, supposedly, his father-in-law Iosyp Burachyns′kyi was 
familiar with them as well.

4.3. Grammatical context

The aforementioned extralinguistic and sociolinguistic criteria provide, how-
ever, no definitive answer to the question of the origin of the total elimina-
tion of the -r’uk from the registrar’s orthography. In phonology, operation 
of r’ before [+flt] u would not follow intrasyllabic harmony (cf. Bethin, 1998, 
p. 37), cf. b’, p’, m’ before u in Jakibjukú, Prokipjuka, Maksymjuk Spys. The 
loss of sharping in -r’uk- in Kryvorivnia records resulted in [-shrp] r before 
phonemically /flt/ vowel u, and, as a matter of fact, fell into a pattern of 
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intrasyllabic harmony. The direction of motivation for adjustment within this 
syllable was from vowel [ü > u] to consonant [r’ > r] with a complex basic 
articulation. While overlapping with a native dialect of a writer, the suffix -uk- 
was not grammatized into -juk-, to use Andersen’s term 12 as reinterpreted 
toward morphonology (see Section 1). This means that a change affected an 
onset of a syllable, not nucleus and coda (the suffix -uk-): as in forms with 
labials: rybar’ > Lat Rybariuk > Rybaruk vs. Maksymú > Cyr Maksymjukú, 
with -juk-. The reversed model with a change in a suffix may be observed in 
’a>’e in -ak-: Po[tj]ak > Po[tj]ek (Cyr Potüekü 1864—1865, Lat Potiek 1869, 
1909, 1938, Cyr Potjek 1927, 1940—1944), Maru[sj]ak > Maru[sj]ek (Cyr 
Marusüekú 1860, 1867, Lat Marusiek 1872, 1885—1887, 1894, 1897, 1899, 
1900—1903, 1907, 1911, 1914, 1930, Cyr Marusjek 1902, 1921, 1922, 1925, 
1927, 1941—1942, 1944), Kreču[nj]ak > Kreču[nj]ek (Cyr Krečunjek 1927, 
Lat Kreczuniek 1929), Maku[rj]ak > Maku[rj]ek (Lat Makuriek 1894, 1906, 
1908, 1917) Lib 839, Lib 884, Spons Par, Metr 906, Kn 1942, Metr 1940, 
cf. Spys. What is important, in contrast to -rjuk-, the suffix -ek- appears in 
texts of the Kryvorivnia parish register books up to the 1940s, though sporadi-
cally reflected as -ak- in Cyr Potjak 1851—1853, Lat Potiak (1803, 1820—
1849, 1854, 1875), Potiaka (1818) Lib 1775, Mort 884, Proth Par 1818, Lib 
Sp, Metr 906 and the like. These facts lead to the conclusion that -rjuk- > 
-ruk- did not undergo reanalysis of a morpheme, while the -ak- > -ek- change 
was grammatized.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As discussed in Sections 2—4, CS *r’ (< *ri̯) lost its phonological sharpness 
in dialects in which overall sharpening of consonants before original *e was 
eliminated, e.g., in NU. Kr largely maintains phonetic sharpness of conso-
nants followed by *e and sharpness of original *ri̯ in general names and (spo-
radically) in family names in -uk-. The latter contradicts the tendency toward 
intrasyllabic harmony.

The goal of this study has been to show not only how a dialectal phe-
nomenon is reflected in written records but also how an innovation evi-
denced in records can be independent of the vernacular use yet supple-
mented by a general trend which is supposedly in effect in the dialect along 
with some other processes. Parish register spellings of 1775—1944 attest 
to the ambiguity of -r’uk and -ruk until 1870 and the plain -ruk as part of 
the grammar of a registrar from 1871 onward, that is, the final reduction 
of a two-constituent tonality syntagm r’ (from CS *ri̯) to one-constituent 
syntagm r. The direction of motivation in the sequence was from a vowel to 
consonant, which conforms to intrasyllabic harmony operating in Kr, and the 
change was supplemented by the fact that -uk was not grammatized. The case 
of -ak- > -ek- in Kryvorivnia parish registers shows the opposite: reanalysis 

12 See Andersen (2006a; 2006b).
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of a morpheme and preservation of the vernacular articulation despite the non-
Hutsul origin of the registrar and spelling normalization in accordance with 
Dnieper U. Chronology of the dispalatalization of r’ in family names can be es-
tablished, however, to a certain approximation due to the lack of some Kryvoriv-
nia pa rish register books, including all records before 1775 and some records 
during 1775—1944, though each year in the 1775—1944 period is represented.

LEGEND

ESUM 5 — Mel′nychuk, O. S., Bilodid, I. K., Kolomiiets′, V. T., Tkachenko, O. B., Boldyriev, R. V., 
Lukinova, T. B., Pivtorak, H. P. … Shamota, A. M. (Eds.). (1982—2012). Etymolohichnyi 
slovnyk ukra¿ns′ko¿ movy (Vols. 1—7). Kyiv (in Ukrainian).

Herm — Herman, K. F. (1995). Atlas ukra¿ns′kykh hovirok Pivnichno¿ Bukovyny. Fonetyka, 
fonolohiia. Chernivtsi: Chas (in Ukrainian).

Kn 1919 — Knyha opovidyi tserkvy Kryvorivni z Bystretsem i Rikoiu vid 1/1 1919 roku (Vol. 3) 
(in Ukrainian).

Kn 1942 — Knyha opovidyi tserkvy z Kryvorivni z Berezhnytseiu vid 1/5 1942 roku (Vol. 4) 
(in Ukrainian).

Lib 1775 — Liber Natorum [1775—78̃9] Copulatorum [1775—78̃9] et Mortuorum [776—78̃8]. 
Krzyworównia (Vol. 1) (in Ukrainian, Polish, & Latin).

Lib 1784 — Liber Copulatorum [1784—1850] Natorum [1784—1809] ac Mortuorum [1784—
1838]. Krzyworównia (in Ukrainian, Latin, & Polish).

Lib 809 — Liber Natorum [maia] 80̃9—82̃8 [maia] (Vol. 3) (in Ukrainian, Latin, & Polish).
Lib 828 — Liber Natorum 11/5 82̃8 84̃6. [Kryworiwnia] (Vol. 4) (in Ukrainian & Latin).
Lib 847 — Liber Natorum [Ecclesia?] gr. cath. Krzyworównia [ot] 84̃7 [do] — 86̃7 (Vol. 5) (in 

Ukrainian & Latin).
Lib 1868 — Liber Natorŭm Ecclesiae gr. cath. Kryworowniae 1868 — 22/9 1906 (Vol. 6) (in 

Ukrainian & Latin).
Lib 839 — Liber Mortuorum Ecclesio Krzyworówniaensis 83̃9 äî 88̃4 (Vol. 3) (in Ukrainian & 

Latin). 
Lib 884 — Liber Mortuorum 88̃4—. Ecclesia parochialis in Kryworównia (Vol. 4) (in Ukrainian 

& Latin).
Lib Cop — Liber Copulatorum pro Ecclesia filiali in Bereżnica ad Krzyworównia. Ab Anno D: 

MCMXXIV (1924) (Vol. 1) (in Ukrainian & Latin).
Lib Nat — Liber Natorum pro Ecclesia filiali in Bereżnica ad Krzyworównia [Kryvorivnia]. 

Ab Anno D: MCMXXIV [1924] (Vol. 1) (in Ukrainian, Latin, & Polish).
Metr 906 — Metryka narodzhenykh tserkvy v Kryvorivny vid 28/9 906— (Vol. 7) (in Ukrainian, 

Latin, & Polish).
Metr 1940 — Metryka pomershykh tserkvy Kryvorivni z Berezhnytseiu vid 1/1 1940 r. (Vol. 5) 

(in Ukrainian).
Pravda — Lukashevych, L. (Ed.). (1867). Pravda. Pys′mo Naukove i Literaturne, 1 (in Ukrainian).
Proth 1818 — Prothocollon Banno cum 1818—1894 (in Ukrainian, Polish, & Latin).
Proth Miss — Prothocollon Missarum Fundationalum. Kryworównia (Vol. 2) (in German, 

Polish, Latin, & Ukrainian).
Proth Ord — Prothocollon Ordinarium Scolasticarum. [Kryworównia] (in Polish, German, 

Latin, & Ukrainian).
Spons Par — Liber Sponsorŭm Parochiae Krzyworownia ab 851 [85̃1] 1/1 — 1903 10/2 (Vol. 3) 

(in Ukrainian & Latin).
Spys — Spys parokhyian tserkvy v Kryvorivni. Rik zalozhennia 1900 (Vol. 1: A—O,  Vol. 2: P—Ia) 

(in Ukrainian).
Zoria 48 — Paventskyi, L. (Ed.). (1848). Zoria Halytska, 1 (in Ukrainian).
Zoria 49 — Paventskyi, L. (Ed.). (1849). Zoria Halytska, 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 

100—104 (in Ukrainian).
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ÄÈÑÏÀËÀÒÀË²ÇÀÖ²ß ÏÐÀÑËÎÂ’ßÍÑÜÊÎÃÎ *RI̯ 
Â ÓÊÐÀ¯ÍÑÜÊ²É ÌÎÂ²: CASUS ÏÐ²ÇÂÈÙ ÍÀ -UK- 
Ó ÃÓÖÓËÜÑÜÊÈÕ ÖÅÐÊÎÂÍÈÕ ÌÅÒÐÈ×ÍÈÕ ÊÍÈÃÀÕ

Äèñïàëàòàë³çàö³ÿ ïñë. *r’ íàëåæèòü äî ôîíîëîã³÷íèõ ÿâèù, ÿê³ â³äáóëèñÿ íà øèðîê³é ñëî-
â’ÿí ñüê³é òåðèòîð³¿ â X—XIII ñò. Â óêðà¿íñüê³é ìîâ³ ÿâèùå äèñïàëàòàë³çàö³¿ *r’ îìèíóëî êàð-
ïàòñüêèé ðåã³îí, çîêðåìà êðèâîð³âíÿíñüêó ãîâ³ðêó ãóöóëüñüêîãî ãîâîðó. Öÿ ñòàòòÿ âèñóâàº 
òåçó ïðî òå, ùî òåíäåíö³ÿ äî âíóòð³ñêëàäîâî¿ ãàðìîí³¿ ñëóãóâàëà óìîâîþ äëÿ áðàêó äèñïàëà-
òàë³çàö³¿ *r’ ó êðèâîð³âíÿíñüê³é ãîâ³ðö³. Ïîíÿòòÿ âíóòð³ñêëàäîâî¿ ãàðìîí³¿ (ÿê ¿¿ âïåðøå 
îêðåñëèâ Ðîìàí ßêîáñîí òà ï³çí³øå ðîçâèíóâ Þð³é Øåâåëüîâ) ïåðåîñìèñëåíî â ö³é ñòàòò³ 
â³äïîâ³äíî äî òîíàëüíî¿ îçíàêè áåìîëüíîñò³ (îãóáëåíèé / íåîãóáëåíèé) äëÿ ïðàñëîâ’ÿíñüêî¿ 
ìîâè òà ãóöóëüñüêîãî ãîâîðó: á³ëüø³ñòü êðèâîð³âíÿíñüêèõ ïðèãîëîñíèõ ïàëàòàë³çîâàí³ ïåðåä 
íåîãóáëåíèìè ãîëîñíèìè òà íåïàëàòàë³çîâàí³ ïåðåä îãóáëåíèìè ãîëîñíèìè.

Ó ìåòðè÷íèõ êíèãàõ öåðêâè Ð³çäâà Ïðåñâÿòî¿ Áîãîðîäèö³ ñåëà Êðèâîð³âíÿ íàéðà-
í³ø³ ñâ³ä÷åííÿ ïîïëóòóâàííÿ r ³ r’ äàòîâàí³ 1770-ìè ðîêàìè. Çì³íè â íàïèñàíí³ öèõ 
ôîðì ìîæíà ïîÿñíèòè òðüîìà ÷èííèêàìè: 1) ïîõîäæåííÿì ïèñàðÿ ç íåêàðïàòñüêîãî 
ìîâíîãî ðåã³îíó; 2) ñòàíäàðòèçàö³ºþ óêðà¿íñüêî¿ ìîâè çäåá³ëüøîãî çà ñåðåäíüîíàääí³-
ïðÿíñüêîþ ìîâíîþ íîðìîþ; 3) áðàêîì ìîðôîíîëîã³÷íî¿ âàðòîñò³ çì³íè.

Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: ïðàñëîâ’ÿíñüêèé *ri̯, óêðà¿íñüêà ìîâà, ïð³çâèùà íà -uk-, êðèâîð³âíÿíñüêà 
ãîâ³ðêà ãóöóëüñüêîãî ãîâîðó, âíóòð³ñêëàäîâà ãàðìîí³ÿ, äèñïàëàòàë³çàö³ÿ
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